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Early flowering:
Above: Rhododendron exasperatum
Below: Rhododendron sperabile var. weihsiense
Pictures by John Roy
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Editorial
As I write this, the SRS is about to embark on a tour of gardens in Cornwall. The
relatively mild but damp Cornish climate is ideal for our favourite Genus and some
quite tender plants can be successfully grown. The tour includes some gardens not
normally open to the public as well as some more famous. I am very much looking
forward to joining this tour, and these activities must be a huge reason for like minded
people to join the SRS. Most societies such as ours have falling membership numbers,
and ours is no exception. Spread the word and let’s get our numbers to rise again.
Spring has been slow in the west of Scotland this year. Not particularly frosty, but
continually cold. As I write rhododendron flowers and flower buds are now becoming
a good colourful show. Let’s hope the spring has now sprung.
A write up on the Autumn Conference is included in this Review. This article first
appeared in the Winter/Spring Newsletter of the Rhododendron Species Conservation Group, but it was a joint conference with the SRS, so I have reprinted it here. It
was a very successful interesting series of presentations and garden tours.
I have banged on about our internet Facebook page. The internet is one way we can
advertise our society world wide, but at no cost to us. A reminder of the login details:
username: scottishrhodos@btinternet.com password: s1n0grande. Go to the page,
upload some pictures, make comments. It all adds up to advertising our society.
That’s enough from me. Read on.
John Roy
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President’s Column
At last, Spring is here again with its beautiful flowers for all to enjoy, a time when
a gardener’s thoughts usually turn to things that need to be done in the garden, and
amongst these is the subject of pruning, a key item that regularly generates a sequence
of questions on the Society’s display stand at Scotland’s Gardening Show. I can
well recall the occasion a few years ago when a couple came to the stand with a
query. “We recently bought an old house with a long driveway, near Edinburgh,” the
lady explained, “And, both sides of the drive are lined with rhododendrons that have
become too large, with long branches spread well out over the drive itself. Are they
able to be pruned?” So, I provided them with some detailed advice as to how to deal
with old hardy hybrids, which may well have been grafted on to R.ponticum rootstocks, which tend to sprout if the plant is severely cut-back closely to the main stem.
As I covered various aspects that needed to be taken account of, their eyes began to
glaze over and I sensed that something was wrong. So, I stopped and enquired if
they had understood the methodology I had outlined so far. There was stony silence.
Then, in a somewhat shocked voice the lady replied, “We cut them all down to the
ground yesterday.” And, with that they turned and walked away. There is absolutely
nothing that can be said, or done, that will turn the clock back when advice is sought
after severe action has already been taken. If you are unsure how, when and where
to prune, then seek advice before you start; for reference read, The Cultivation of
Rhododendrons, by Peter Cox, 1993, p106-16, which clearly explains the various
aspects that need to be considered.
There is an old adage that says, “Chose the right plant, for the right place, then you
never need to prune.” Good, simple, straightforward, advice. Nevertheless, this is
an uphill challenge to achieve in practice, for all sorts of reasons. You have to know
something about plants to choose the right one. New build houses have gardens a
fraction of the size they were fifty years ago and many of us don’t own a woodland
area with plenty of space for plants to mature gracefully, so space can be at premium. There is also a mind-set that dictates it is important to maintain an interesting
garden, which has a semblance of appearing mature and attractive. Some of us want
an ‘instant garden’, which involves close-planting, however, this brings with it the
need for constant change as the plants outgrow their locations. And, other families
have moved into a property and have inherited somebody else’s garden, with all that
entails.
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There are other aspects to frustrate the unwary. You may require a small growing
plant and see a specimen that is said to be suitable for the rock garden, or the plant
label advises the plant will reach a certain size in ten years. This type of advice can be
very subjective, and the climatic conditions in your area may be very different from
the nursery where the plant was raised. Many plants on sale in garden centres are
sourced from suppliers in the colder regions of mainland Europe, of which Germany
is probably the largest exporter of rhododendrons. It is better to purchase plants
directly from a nursery in your own country and get advice that relates to your own
locality. Taking the relatively popular R. racemosum as an example, there are several
forms, some are dwarf and may only grow to 2ft (0.6m), whilst others tall growing
forms can reach 15ft (4.5m). I can well recall visiting a large mature garden in Dorset
where a dense archway of this species had been created that completely spanned the
main pathway high above the visitors heads. A label on a plant bought in a garden
centre is unlikely to tell you what form of R. racemosum, or any other species, you
have purchased.
A fundamental truth, not stated as often as it should be, is that a plant will continually
endeavour to grow to its full size, as dictated by its genes, despite any action that a
gardener may take to curtail its size and vigour. There are always risks. Some species and hybrids to not take kindly to being cut-back, generally, the smoother the bark
the more risk there is of the plant not putting out new growth. So, it is always a good
idea to ensure that some foliage remains on each of the branches that are cut-back, as
the leaves will help to drive the new growth. Spring is a good time to prune, either
before or after flowering, but not any later, as the plant will then have the remainder
of the season to recover and put out new growth. Before starting to prune a plant it is
always beneficial to consider the best way of approach to achieving a satisfactory end
product. A good starting point is to aim to cut-back a third of the branches each year,
as in this way you will lessen the stress to the plant and you will continue to enjoy
the flowers each spring on two thirds of the branches. If there is deadwood to be cut
out, then do it first, as this can have a significant effect on getting the final ‘balance’
correct. Once the deadwood has been removed then decide which branches to take
out this year, next year and in two years’ time. Remember, a harshly pruned plant,
without any predetermined shaping, will still endeavour to grow to its full size, but in
the event may well look straggly and be a mess. Whatever you do this spring make
sure you take time out to enjoy your garden.
John M. Hammond
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Secretary’s Notes
As I write this, spring seems like a pipe dream. March weather has been hard on
gardens in the West, with days of strong easterly winds, snow, sleet and very heavy
rain followed by overnight ground frost. The last is a lethal combination, especially
here, where most plants have been in the ground for only two years. Evergreen plants
such as Ceanothus and Euphorbia mellifera, which looked quite perky in February,
are now browned, bruised and battered. There is cause for cheer though, as Trillium
and Meconopsis are showing and robust stalwarts such as Exochorda macrantha and
Ribes sanguineum ‘Album’ are almost in flower. The dwarf rhododendrons have
coped well but anything bigger is looking distinctly ragged.
It is heartening to look back on balmier days. The last joint RSCG and SRS Autumn
Conference, in October 2014 was based at Portpatrick, Stranraer and attracted nearly
50 delegates. The conference included a slide tour of Logan Botanic Garden and
two lectures on conifer and rhododendron identification. There was also a brilliant
fund raising plant auction, providing high entertainment and three memorable garden
visits to Castle Kennedy and Lochinch Garden, Logan Botanic Garden and Corsock
House. A more detailed report on the Conference is included in this issue.
The great pleasure of these weekends is the combination of excellent, instructive
lectures, superb garden visits, a comfortable hotel which accommodates most of the
delegates and the opportunity to meet old friends and make new ones, all of whom
are great plant enthusiasts. Our conferences, meticulously organised by Gloria and
David Starck and John Hammond, are highly recommended and so please do consider attending the next joint autumn conference to be based at Loch Fyne.
SRS is increasingly aware of potential pests and diseases entering Britain on imported
plant material. Committee Member, Phillip Rankin, attended a one day Plant Health
Workshop in Edinburgh last December and reports that DEFRA intend to have a
much more proactive approach to dealing with potential outbreaks by using regular
surveys of widely distributed marker plants. The public will be given better access
to information through regular monthly reports made available on the Government
website.
All societies need the support of members to prosper and grow. Like many others
though, membership of SRS remains rather static and so it is with great pleasure
7
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that we welcome new members Ross Underwood (Shropshire), Roy and Elizabeth
Gifford (Cumbria),Roberto Lesti (Sweden), Henning Fjordvald (Denmark) and Ian
MacNicol (Brechin Castle Garden).
As usual, we hope to recruit new members at our stand at Scotland’s annual Gardening Show, Ingliston from Friday 29th to Sunday 31st May. This is our opportunity to
promote the society and inspire visitors with the beauty and variety of rhododendrons.
If you are coming to the show, please visit the stand and show your support. Better
still, if you wish to volunteer a couple of hours to help with stewarding, do contact
Matt Heasman who organises the stand and rota.
Willie Campbell, retired as Secretary last May in order to have more personal time.
He has given 10 devoted years to the society with his huge presence and warmth of
personality. For the new incumbent, his is a hard act to follow. He will continue to
manage the RSCG plant tunnels at Gargunnock and organise the annual seed distribution.
We extend our thanks and warmest good wishes to you, Willie.
I hope that those who joined the Cornwall Tour in April or attended the amazing
Scotland’s National Rhododendron Show, at Gairlochhead on 2nd May enjoyed these
events and we look forward to seeing you at others.
Katrina Clow
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Tours and Conferences Programme for 2015 to 2017
This is my first write-up of forthcoming events, having taken over the role of Chairman of the Tours & Meetings Sub-committee, aided my Wife, Gloria. I hope you
find the outline events listed here of interest and will be joining us on some, if not all
of them.
2015 Joint RSCG & SRS Autumn Conference, Ardkinglas Estate, Loch Fyne,
Argyll: Saturday 3rd & Sunday 4th October 2015
You are invited to join us on the shores of the upper reaches of Loch Fyne in Argyll
for what will be a most interesting Autumn Conference. Following the success of last
Autumn’s Conference at Lochinch Castle, we are currently working in liaison with
the Ardkinglas Estate to arrange the first day of the forthcoming event to be held in
Ardkinglas House, the favourite project of the Edinburgh-based Edwardian architect
Sir Robert Lorimer.
Saturday will have a lecture-based programme with a break in the mid-afternoon for
a conducted tour of the Woodland Garden and the Ladies Garden. We are planning
to have an after-dinner speaker on Saturday evening. On Sunday a programme of
garden visits is planned, including a Conducted Tour of Crarae Glen Gardens where
discussions are in hand with the NTS for the establishment of a Nigel Price Memorial
Garden.
We are also in discussion with the Loch Fyne Hotel at Inveraray to obtain an advantageous rate for Evening Dinner, Bed & Breakfast for the Friday and Saturday nights.
We are very grateful to the Ardkinglas Estate for making the House available for the
event and it is recommended that you put these dates in your diary.
The proforma for this event was included in your Yearbook. If you are interested
please complete and return to Gloria Starck. The outline programme and registration
form are expected to be available later in Spring.
2016 Post Show Tour: Sunday 1st May 2016
We are deviating from the normal practice of visiting gardens local to the Show to
go further afield. We are therefore planning to go to Fife for this Post Show Tour.
Planning is currently underway.
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Interest Forms with details will be sent out with the Autumn Review.
2016 Spring Tour: Gardens of Cheshire, Shropshire & Staffordshire: Wednesday 11th to Sunday 15th May 2016
Planning for this tour is underway and we are currently planning to visit 14 gardens
in the 3 counties, including several private gardens not normally open to the public.
We will probably need to use 2 hotels for this tour. An outline Itinerary and Booking
Forms will be available later this year. To register your interest please complete the
Interest Form, included with this Review, and return to Gloria Starck.
2016 SRS Autumn Conference (hopefully joint conference with RSCG): Early
October 2016
Planning for this event will commence later this year.
2017 Spring Tour: Gardens of West Highlands & Invernesshire: Mid-May 2017
Full planning has not yet commenced, but we are hoping to visit some very interesting
gardens including: Ardtornish, Larachmhor, gardens in Arisaig, Inverewe, Dundonnell House, Ard-Daraich, Attadale, plus a few more. Interest forms with finalised
dates for this tour will be issued early 2016.
David Starck
Chairman, Tours & Meetings Sub-committee

ARS Journals
I have a pile of old ARS journals and I wondered if anyone would be interested in
them?
The first journal is Vol 48 number 4 – Fall 1994 the last Vol 57 number 1 Winter 2003,
no missing issues. All in good condition. It would be good to not split the collection
but if no one is interested in them all, happy to provide what issues they require.
Interested parties could pick them up at a meet (Arisaig or Cornwall) or cover the cost
of courier to their address.
Fred Trott
Dunblane.
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THE SCOTTISH

ROCK GARDEN CLUB

w

For all those who love to grow, show and talk about plants and bulbs
Benefits include






Help from international participants in our busy web site forum at www
An excellent, twice yearly journal, ‘The Rock Garden’
Our annual seed exchange of over 4,000 entries
Shows - conferences - student grants - and much more….
Join us by writing to SRGC P.O. Box 14063, Edinburgh, EH1

Or visit our world renowned web site link: ‘Join or Renew h

Police curb smuggling of Rhododendron barks
The Himalayan Times 5/12/2014
PALPA: Police have taken control a large cache of rhododendron barks being hidden
in a shop at Baldhenggadi VDC (Village Development Committee) of Palpa district.
Police arrested Min Bahadur Raskoti and seized three sacks of rhododendron barks
he had hidden at his shop which is some 15 minutes away from the police station.
It is learnt that the smugglers have been supplying high value medicinal plants from
remote VDCs of the
district including Baldenggadi, Juthapauwa
and Satyabati VDCs to
Saljhandi of Rupandehi
district.
According to locals, the
illegal supply of huge
quantities of rhododendron barks from the
district has been on the
rise.
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Autumn Conference 2014
John Roy
Once again the RSCG teamed up with the Scottish Rhododendron Society to hold
a joint Autumn Conference. Lochinch Castle, the seat of the Earl of Stair, was the
venue. Lochinch Castle, in the south west of Scotland, was an excellent venue for the
event, and we are very grateful to Lord Jamie, Lady Emily, and the Earl’s mother,
Lady Davina, for their hospitality.
The conference was held over the weekend of 4th and 5th October. We used the Portpatrick Hotel for accommodation, and the conference theme was “Identification and
Cultivation of Rhododendrons, Conifers and Companion Plants”.
Saturday started with a busy programme of presentations:
Richard Baines was our first speaker. He is curator of the Logan Botanic Garden,
one of the RBG Edinburgh’s outstations. Logan is situated in the Rhins of Galloway,
at the most south-eastern tip of Scotland. He described the Garden which can boast
tender plants which succeed in the mild climate, washed by the Gulf Stream and with
sea on three sides. Southern Hemisphere plants are especially successful.
After a break, Ian Douglas took the stand with a demonstration on conifer identification. He provided a very simple to use key for spotting the most commonly seen
conifers, and placing them in the correct genus. He went on to describe some of the
more unusual conifers from around the world.
After a buffet lunch, Ian Sinclair and I had the pleasure of conducting the Plant Auction. Plants provided by members, plus those grown on from Glendoick were under
the hammer for society funds. There were some stunning and rare rhododendrons
sold.
The RSCG AGM was next, and you can find the minutes in the Winter/Spring newsletter.
The final presentation was by Dr David Chamberlain a Research Associate at the
RBG Edinburgh. David lives and breathes rhododendron classification and identification. He went through the headings that classify plants into Genus Rhododendron,
then broke it down to Subgenus, Section, Subsection and finally Species.
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Left: The Plant
Auction
Photo by
Jacqueline Petton
Below: Identification with Dr David
Chamberlain

After a short tea break we
were shown round some
of the many acres of
Castle Kennedy Garden.
The castle itself is a ruin,
having been burnt down
in 1716. Lochinch Castle
was completed as its
replacement in 1867. It
was a fine afternoon and
our guide was head gardener, John MacArthur
of that Ilk, with David
Chamberlain demonstrating identification skills. There are many interesting rhododendrons at Castle Kennedy
but our time was limited and the tour ended with a stroll up the “Monkey Puzzle
Avenue”.
The evening dinner was rounded off by the Hamish Gunn Memorial Lecture. This
year Dr George Argent gave us a fascinating insight into his plant explorations to
tropical Asia. George has been on many treks to places such as Papua New Guinea
and Borneo, mainly to study rhododendrons in Section Vireya. Members were taken
to far off places with George’s stories and pictures.
Two garden visits were planned for the Sunday. Reports follow.
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Logan Botanic Garden
Dick Fulcher

In 1970, having just finished my training at the RBG, I nearly went to work at Logan
but didn’t want to miss the chance to work for the summer in the botanical garden
at Gothenburg. On my return to Scotland I took up the post of Head Gardener at
Maxwelton House in Dumfries-shire where I soon got to know the important gardens
in South West Scotland and visited Logan on a number of occasions.
Logan Botanic Garden is a satellite of Edinburgh RBG; it lies at the south western tip
of Scotland and is unrivalled for its collection of exotic, unusual and beautiful plants
from all corners of the globe made possible by its close proximity to the sea and
mild climate. I have always been interested in west coast gardens from Trewidden in
Cornwall to Inverewe in Wester Ross and Logan is certainly one of the jewels.
The weather was kind as we arrived at Logan on the morning of Oct 5th, having travelled up the long driveway with its newly planted avenue of 375 Cordyline australis.
These plants will one day become a great feature for the garden. We were met by
14
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Opposite Page: Many
Southern Hemisphere
Plants at Logan
Left: Richard Baines
showing us round
Below: Rhododendron
kyawii foliage
Photos by Dick
Fulcher

Richard Baines, curator who welcomed
us and proceeded
to guide us around
the garden pointing
out the particularly
rare and interesting
plants like Furcraea
parmentieri
from
Mexico.
We were shown the
new “All Green”
greenhouse with its
heat supplied by a
modern eco-friendly
system using heat
exchange pumps and solar panels, maintaining a winter minimum of 8ºC. The house
is divided into three sections with South African plants such as Protea, Pelargonium
and Cape Heath being a particular theme.
We were taken into the walled garden, a real celebration of the plant kingdom with
such a broad range of plants providing colour through the seasons. We were at the
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end of the Watsonia displays but the Nerine bowdenii were in full flower making
bold splashes of colour under the ancient cordylines and against the walls. Gladiolus
watsonioides was also in full flower as was a collection of Central American salvias.
Richard showed us the famous peat garden originated by the McDoual brothers created from peat cut on the Logan estate. It was full of interesting dwarf Rhododendron,
Trillium and other associated plants.
Into the next section where we admired so many unusual trees and shrubs and where
rare climbers festooned the walls. Especially interesting were the different camellias
and a number of subsection Pseudovireya rhododendrons planted on the north side
of the central wall. On the lawn I noted a very fine specimen of Metrosideros umbellata the Southern Rata from New Zealand and the record Polylepis australis with its
mahogany coloured flaking bark not unlike Acer griseum. Nearby a specimen of the
Vietnamese form of Rhododendron kyawii. Also from Vietnam Fatsia polycarpa.
Logan has a fine collection of Maddenia subsection rhododendrons including R.
rhabdotum and R. ‘Harry Tagg’ being one of the most showy while R. edgeworthii
‘Logan Dream’ and ‘Logan Surprise’ are particularly special.
Above and beyond the walled garden is a wonderful collection of mainly southern
hemisphere species. I spotted many rare conifers here and there, these representing the work being carried out by International Conifer Conservation Programme at
Edinburgh. This area of the garden has a special sub-tropical atmosphere with groves
of Eucalyptus, tree ferns, Olearia, Pittosporum and Coprosma etc. The floras of Tasmania, New Zealand and Chile are particularly well represented here.
Logan Botanic Garden is indeed a plantsman’s paradise at any time of year and a
credit to Richard and his staff and to all those who over the years have developed
the garden into what we see today. Thanks were expressed to Richard and the party
moved on to Corsock House for the afternoon.
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Corsock House
Philip Rankin

The last visit on our tour was to Corsock House and Gardens, the home of the Ingall
family. It is a tribute to Corsock that it has been described as one of the top 10 gardens
in Scotland. No mean accolade when one considers what Scotland’s gardens have to
offer. Of course such judgements are subjective but on the last visit of the SRS/RSCG
weekend, who could disagree. The combination of magnificent trees, rhododendrons,
water, classical features and modern sculpture make this a truly remarkable garden.
The main rhododendron garden lies just behind the house and from there we were led
by Jane Ingall and Jim Laurie the head gardener. There are plants of Rhododendron
lacteum grown from George Forrest seed planted by Douglas McEwan, who laid out
the original rhododendron and water gardens in the 1930s. There was much discussion about the identity of certain rhododendrons and the SRS experts were put to the
test, and sometimes came up with the right result!
Walking through the woodland garden one could only marvel at the magnificent
17
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Previous Page:
Water is an important feature at
Corsock
Left: Rectagular
Pool with Classical
Columns

Photos by Philip
Rankin

Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), which Ian Douglas had discussed the previous
day in his discussion on conifers. These and other trees had been planted between
1850 and 1860. Later plantings were made when Corsock was aquired by the Ingall
family in 1951 (at that time the garden was a post war ruin) and most of the present
garden is the result of their hard work and ingenuity.
We gathered at the water garden, with beautiful reflections and autumn colours and
from here we had a good view of the Trellis Temple created by the late Micky Ingall.
More plant identification was required here. Water plays an important part in the
design of the garden with a burn and several ponds. Our next stop was at Mill Pond
and Jane Ingall explained that a hydro electric scheme was built in 1904 to provide
power for the sawmill and electricity for the house. At the end of the Mill Pond is an
ornamental bridge, beautifully reflected in the still water, which was inspired by the
Robert Adam bridge at Kenwood House. As we walked up the burn we passed an
impressive stand of Picea omorika, the Serbian spruce with its gracefully pendulous
branches. Further up the burn we had views of the Iconic Temple and the waterfall
garden which after the heavy rain the previous night was in full flow. Looking up the
burn towards Corsock Loch is what appears to be a very old stone bridge. In fact it
was built in 2004 from reclaimed stone by local stonemasons.
We returned by way of the walled garden which was derelict in 2004 and is now an
attractive formal garden with a rectangular reflecting pool with classical columns
18
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behind, on one axis, and on the other a mirror imaged pair of 9 feet high sculptured
serpents in stainless steel.
Corsock is a wonderful garden to visit in the autumn when autumn colour complements the magnificent trees. A return visit in spring to see the rhododendrons is
essential.

Stranvaesia davidiana - now Photinia davidiana
Katrina Clow
I saw this beautiful small tree last Autumn at Eckford, cascading over the garden wall
adjacent to the road approaching the house. At first sight, the tree looked to me like a
large Cotoneaster but Ian Sinclair was present and knew better.
It presented a wonderfully festive sight with large, dark green, handsome, lanceolate
leaves turning bright russet on the more exposed side with masses of cascading clusters of large, shiny, brilliantly crimson berries arranged all along the branches. My
instant reaction was ‘Christmas decorations’!
Photinia davidiana is a very vigorous shrub which can become a decent sized small
tree when grown in favoured situations such as at Eckford. It was first discovered in
west China by Père David in 1869 and introduced to Great Britain by George Forrest
in 1917. It would make an excellent addition to a woodland garden as the emerging
young leaves are bronze-red and the autumn foliage and wonderful, bright clusters of
berries would greatly enhance Autumn colour.
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Further Progress in South Wales
Brian Moss
There have been further developments in my Tondu garden since my last article in
the Spring 2013 Review. Some of you may recall that my garden contains an old
sandstone quarry, apparently not worked since the late 19th century. Our house was
built in the late 1980’s and it seems that the builders imported soil to blind over the
quarry floor which presumably was littered with rock debris. Unfortunately, the soil
includes large quantities of sticky clay. In order to expand my rhododendron collection, I decided last summer to construct a raised bed, removing some of the clay and
replacing this with acid topsoil from a supplier in Norfolk! I have very little surplus
soil suitable for growing rhododendrons so the Norfolk company delivered seven
tons in one ton sacks at very considerable expense! I hope it works. The raised bed
will be planted in March/April. Apparently, this soil is the same as that which the
Sandringham Estate rhododendron collection is grown in, having a pH in the range
4.5 to 5.5, so it should be alright.
The raised bed is located in my rear garden, a lot higher up than the front and is
reached by a series of steep steps. All seven tons therefore had to be carried up there
by hand, loaded into the 60 litre bags we buy composts from the Garden Centre, each
bag filled to as much as I could carry. I have ‘obtained’ from a local woodland some
angular blocks of sandstone, covered with moss which I will use as a feature, with the
dwarfest plants nestling in between. The bed is also edged with sandstone ‘bricks’,
built as a low dry stone wall.
I have already obtained some of the plants for the new bed, which include Rhododendron tsariense, R. pseudochrysanthum, R. ‘Peter Chappell’, R. ‘Lochearn’, R.
‘Egret’ and R. ‘Carmen’. Some additional plants are due from Glendoick by the end
of March. These include R. calostrotum ssp. keleticum Radicans Group, R. charitopes
and R. proteoides. I bought R. proteoides in 2012 only for it to die a year later. The
leaf petioles shrivelled, shedding the leaves over a period of a couple of months. I
had not realised when planting it that it was within the drip line of some overhanging
trees so I am assuming that this was the cause of its demise. (Nearby, R elegantulum,
R. haematodes and R. leucaspis were not affected). Planting of the new bed will be
completed by moving a few existing plants which are in temporary quarters. These
include R. recurvoides, R. bathyphyllum, R. nivale and R. elegantulum mentioned
above.
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Above: Rhododendron
flinckii
Left: R. leucaspis

Some years ago, John Roy mentioned the problem he had with Lanata subsection due to his
monsoon rainfall. I have Rhododendron flinckii,
R. lanatum, R. circinatum and R. lanatoides
growing together in soil very heavily enriched
with leafmould. I am getting some leaf wilt,
especially during warm, sunny weather and
particularly with R. flinckii. Strangely enough,
it always seems to affect the same branches, the
leaves for the most part recovering with a return
to cloudier weather, however similar symptoms occur during prolonged very wet weather,
including in the winter, again affecting the same
branches. I believe the use of such large amounts of leafmould is impeding drainage
and retaining too much moisture, which is affecting proper root function. I need a
couple more bags of the Norfolk soil anyway so I am going to lift my Lanata plants,
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remove some of
the
leafmould
and replace this
with the new soil.
I will reduce the
leaf area to compensate for the
disturbance/root
loss. I hope this
will overcome
the problem.
I have not mentioned how the
plants in general
are coming along. Apart from the problem mentioned in the preceding paragraph,
everything seems fine. My Rhododendron
macabeanum and R. falconeri are up to about
seven feet so I am hoping that they may soon
be tempted into producing a couple of flower
buds! The leaves on R. macabeanum are
huge, as large as I have seen elsewhere, the
plant acquired from Nigel Wright in 2001.
Plants which have flower buds for the first
time include R. valentinianum var. changii
and R. bathyphyllum which was mentioned
before. R. pocophorum also has flower buds
but most of these aborted last year. R. cinnabarinum var. roylei continues to be the target
for powdery mildew, although I am having
some success with Scotts ‘Fungus Clear’.
Does anyone have a better product that I
might try?
Top: Rhododendron edgeworthii
Although not strictly relevant here, I have
Above: R. ‘Tinkerbird’
All pictures in this article by Brian Moss recently acquired a new Magnolia hybrid (M.

‘Margaret Helen’), having rose red M. camp22
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bellii type bowl shaped blooms. I only planted this two years ago but it is one of the
new hybrids that flower from a young age. It has produced two flower buds, which,
needless to say, I cannot wait to see. My original Magnolia brought from Cornwall
(M. ‘Caerhays Surprise’), now about six feet tall, is covered in flower buds - this
appears on page 24 of the 2013 Spring Review, wrongly labelled M. campbellii ssp.
mollicomata. This is a lovely variety which does not get too large so those of you who
can grow Magnolia and can provide some shelter, give it a try.
I have two very large, multi-stemmed, beech trees perched on the very rim of my
quarry face. There are large roots extending some way down the rock; these are completely exposed, any soil long since removed by decades of erosion. I have been
concerned about their size and location, particularly with regard to their stability in
windy weather. Consequenty, I have recently engaged a tree surgeon to reduce their
height and spread and also to thin them somewhat, hopefully to reduce any risk -1
would hate to lose them. Every Autumn, I gather up their leaves and spread them on
my beds, with a thin layer of shredded bark to prevent them blowing around in strong
winds.
I have enclosed a few more photographs of my plants, which I hope you will find
interesting. The Rhododendron edgeworthii is growing in almost pure leafmould in
a raised bed, nestling against my cliff, as can be seen. This is a plant 1 bought in
Trewithen Gardens in Cornwall - it has particularly good foliage. The R. flinkii is the
plant referred to above suffering from occasional leaf wilt. This flowered for the first
time last year. The R. leucaspis, also growing in very leafy soil in a raised bed, is one
of Alan Clark’s plants I obtained in Gargunnock in 2011.
By the time the Review is published, I expect we will have been on the Cornwall
Garden Tour. This is the first time since I joined the Society that I have been on one
of these events. I will be visiting several gardens that I have not seen before, despite
having lived in Cornwall for more than eight years. Needless to say, I am really looking forward to the tour and our annual Show the following weekend. I will finish now
by wishing you all happy gardening for 2015.
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2013

Rainfa

Wuerzburg
Radlett
Glendoick		
mm inches
mm inches
mm
inches
January
38.0 1.50
171.5 6.75
109.5
4.31
February
48.0 1.89
112.0 4.41
82.5
3.25
March
7.0 0.28
26.5 1.04
50.0
1.97
April
22.0 0.87
26.5 1.04
54.0
2.13
May
64.0 2.52
91.5 3.60
53.0
2.09
June
18.0 0.71
39.5 1.56
86.5
3.41
July
56.0 2.20
55.5 2.19
70.5
2.78
August
108.0 4.25
98.0 3.86
104.5
4.11
September
36.0 1.42
32.5 1.28
29.5
1.16
October
39.0 1.54
78.0 3.07
114.8
4.52
November
41.0 1.61
114.0 4.49
103.2
4.06
December
40.0 1.57
17.0 0.67
57.5
2.26
Total 2014 517.0 20.36
862.5 33.96
915.5 36.05
Total 2013 655.0 25.79
735.5 28.95
665.5 26.21
Total 2012 585.0 23.04
903.5 35.56
980.0 38.58
Total 2011 506.0 19.93
520.5 20.51
815.6 32.10
Total 2010 776.0 30.54
682.0 26.87
741.8 28.22
Total 2009 518.0 20.40
793.0 31.23
782.0 30.79
Total 2008 521.0 20.51
753.5 29.67
810.8 31.92
Total 2007 786.0 30.93
785.5 31.00
801.0 31.51		
Total 2006 583.0 22.95
617.0 24.29
752.7 29.63
Total 2005			
477.0 18.78
899.4 35.40			
Total 2004			
662.0 26.06							
																
The weather stations:
Wuerzburg is in Lower Franconia, North Bavaria, Germany.
Radlett is in Hertfordshire, north west of London.
Glendoick is in Perthshire, east central Scotland.
Dunblane is near Stirling, central Scotland.
Glenarn is on the Gareloch, west central Scotland.
Ballachulish is in the Scottish west highlands.
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all 2014
Dunblane
mm
inches
153.7
6.05
153.7
6.05
92.2
3.63
76.7
3.02
68.8
2.71
76.2
3.00
41.9
1.65
83.6
3.29
18.0
0.71
102.1
4.02
73.9
2.91
68.6
2.70
1009.4
39.74
917.8
36.14
1207.8
47.55
1445.0
56.89
1291.3
50.84
1778.0
70.00
1835.7
72.27
1063.5

41.87

			
							
																

Glenarn
mm
inches
235.0
9.25
260.4
10.25
212.6
8.37
101.6
4.00
174.5
6.87
57.2
2.25
101.6
4.00
127.0
5.00
19.1
0.75
196.9
7.75
199.9
7.87
247.7
9.75
1933.5
76.11
1641.2
64.61
1956.3
77.01
2257.6
88.75
1403.8
55.27
1889.1
74.37
2056.6
81.00
1921.5
75.63
1722.2
67.79
1511.3
59.50
1619.3
63.50

Ballachulish
mm
inches
303.8
11.96
489.7
19.29
367.3
14.46
163.6
6.44
238.5
9.39
62.7
2.47
167.1
6.58
234.2
9.22
52.3
2.06
623.3
25.54
212.9
8.38
444.5
17.50
3359.9
133.28
2654.6
104.51
2615.0
102.95
3468.5
136.56
1727.0
67.99
2980.7
117.35
3321.1
130.75
3236.6
127.42
3314.0
130.47
3082.2
121.58
3266.6
125.03

We have lost another contributor this year. Lochdochart has stopped sending data, so
we a re now down to six stations. If you collect rainfall data, why not send it in to me.
It adds up to an interesting set of figures when viewed down the years.
Contrasts once again, with Dunblane having its second driest year, but just up the
road at Glendoick they had their second wettest year. Radlett also scored second wettest, with Glenarn slightly wetter than average. Wuerzburg is once again the driest
station, with less rain in a year than Ballachulish got just for October! This was the
wettest month in 25 years of collecting rainfall data, with an astonishing 10 inches
(254mm) in 60 hours 26th, 27th, 28th of the month.
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Scottish Government Plant Health Workshop Victoria
Quay Edinburgh 14th December 2014
Philip Rankin
This was the second in a series of Plant health Workshops being held by the Scottish
Government in response to the increasing risks posed by the import of foreign pests.
The morning session consisted of presentations by Scottish Government and DEFRA
officials.
John Speirs SG discussed the review of the EU Plant Health Regulations which is
due to be completed by the end of 2015 and will be implemented over a period of 3
years. It is hoped that it will strengthen import regulations and place restrictions on
new trade, which may pose a risk.
Jane Chard, SASA, discussed the UK Plant Health Risk Register. New organisms are
added regularly and the Register is updated monthly. There are now more than 700
entries It is publicly available for use and comment. She also discussed the proposal
for a Scottish Centre of Expertise in Plant Health which is currently undergoing a
Capability and Capacity review due to be completed by the end of this year.
Nicola Spence the UK Chief Plant Health Officer discussed the UK situation. The Plant
Health Risk Group holds monthly biosecurity meetings which report to ministers. She
spoke of the need to increase biosecurity at borders, and referred to Sentinel Plants.
These are plants, susceptible to invading pests which will be carefully monitored.
There is a skills shortage which needs to be addressed. A Plant Health Information
Portal is under development. She referred to “citizen science” also known as public
participation in scientific research, which is where we come in.
The afternoon took the form of small discussion groups covering:
• The Key Principles for a Scottish Plant health Strategy
• Partnership working
• Compatibility with the GB Biosecurity Strategy
• Economic and social aspects—importance of rural communities
• Environmental aspects
and
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•
•
•
•
•

Elements to be included in the Strategy
Risk based decision making
Increased awareness
Pre border, border and inland measures
Evidence and capability and capacity

A full summary of the presentations and discussions is available. To view the summary go to our website http://www.scottishrhododendronsociety.org.uk and follow
the link to the Plant health Workshop.

Plant Pests and Diseases...again
Mike Thornley
“I never saw aught like them
Unless perchance it were
Brown skeletons of leaves that lag
My forest-brook beyond”
These lines are from the ‘Rime of the Ancient Mariner’ and readers will be aware of
my Ancient Mariner like tendencies when it come to the vexed issue of plant pests
and diseases. Also they will concur probably with Sue’s comment when she heard
that I was writing on the subject again: “Keep it short”.
Phytophthora ramorum and Phytophthora kernoviae:
I noted in the Spring Review No. 76, 2013 that Glenarn had been cleared of P. ramorum and the statutory order had been lifted. However an outbreak of P. kernoviae had
been identified in a hedge on the public road approaching the garden. As a precaution
we cut back the overhanging plants on our drive, to its great visual improvement.
What I did not report was that we had to assist the elderly couple in whose garden the
outbreak had occurred to cut down and burn the diseased plants. There have been no
further outbreaks, however the Scottish Government’s inspector, when carrying out
an annual inspection at Glenarn (which continue even after an order has been lifted),
spotted a diseased plant on the other side of the fence in a neighbouring garden. Again
we became involved, mainly in getting a bonfire going in midwinter rain.
Last summer I was contemplating an azalea (Rhododendron luteum) which required
thinning and noticed that spasmodically but over the whole plant the new growth
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hung down in little dried up spirals. In fact azaleas have a very short period when
the symptoms of disease are obvious, before the withering foliage becomes lost in
the remains of the flowers. Sue prefers to live and let live while I take the opposite
view. We debated what to do. Should we monitor the plant or cut it out? Should we
involve the Scottish Government or deal with it ourselves? In the end we agreed to
cut it out and to send a sample to SASA who confirmed that it had tested positive for
P. kernoviae.
When the Scottish Government’s plant health specialist came to inspect and to check
that the offending plant had been burnt, roots and all, I asked her to look at Viburnum
plicatum ‘Mariesii’ from which I had been removing die back and where I had also
noticed cankers at the base of the trunk. This tested positive for P. ramorum and a
notice was served on the garden. We are now back to a 3 monthly inspection regime
with no further positives to date, although we had a scare with a pieris which turned
out to be scorching of the leaves on an exposed site, so it is not easy to be sure, one
way or the other.
The point I am making again is the need for gardeners to be on their guard all the
time. I can understand that some may wish to take matters into their own hands but
without knowing whether the plants are diseased or not they are working in the dark,
always wondering if they have sacrificed a healthy plant or given a stay of execution
to an infected plant. Personally I have found it helpful to work with the inspector who
is skilled in identifying a range of plant diseases and pests and can also provide the
details of the bigger picture, of outbreaks in the neighbouring area.
For more information on the above phytophthoras see my earlier note or the SRS
website under pests and diseases.
Soft Scale:
As worrying, if not more so, is soft scale (Pulvinaria floccifera). John Christie warned
the SRS of his experience at Blackhills and the devastation caused by this scale that
lays it eggs in cottony cocoons on the underside of the leaves and deposits a sooty
like substance on the top of the leaves, causing defoliation and ultimately the demise
of the plant. The overall appearance of infected plants is hideous and it is difficult
as well as expensive to treat, especially larger plants that require specialist spraying
equipment. Much experience has been gained at Inverewe and it would be worth
hearing about this at one of our spring or autumn meetings. It would also be useful to
learn from the experience at Benmore where it has been a problem for some time.
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Our experience at Glenarn is that some rhododendron species in Subsection Arborea
and especially their hybrids are particularly susceptible but we also see it on other
plants such R. maddenii ssp. crassum, and R. neriiflorum. Also we have noticed that
rhododendrons of completely different types adjacent to the most infected plant will
suffer from a spill over effect by being in close proximity. Currently we are treating sample plants with a combination of SB Invigorator and Savona the latter being
applied as the larvae emerge. We have had good results where plants are small enough
for foliage to be hand washed (a time consuming business) but spraying with a backpack from an orchard ladder has proved to be less successful as well as unpleasant
and dangerous.
The SRS could also help its members (and the wider horticultural community) by
initiating a survey to determine where gardens are affected and which rhododendrons, species and hybrids, are particularly susceptible (or not). This would help in
evaluating the risk and may point to appropriate action, which could include avoiding
or removing plants most likely to be badly infested, thereby eliminating the main
“host” plants and reducing the spread to other rhododendrons in the garden. But we
need good information before taking what is fairly drastic action.
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Autumn Conference
Above and Below: Corsock
Right: Logan
Pictures by John Roy
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